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Average Plan Cost Per Script

$120.48

$48.45

Go a new direction in Pharmacy Benefit Management.  
At 90 Degree Benefits, let our PBM expertise guide 
you down the road to health plan success – let’s talk today!

*Savings calculated based on the same drugs

291 S. Lambert Road, Suite 4
Orange, CT 06477 
203.876.1660
sales.t12@90degreebenefits.com

PBM Savings: 
Traditional vs. Pass-Through
At 90 Degree Benefits, our partnerships ensure that 
employers pay the lowest price for their members’ 
prescriptions. With our managed pharmacy 
approach, our clients on average have experienced 
a 40% decrease in their pharmacy spending. 
Traditional PBMs increase the price (spread) 
from what they pay the pharmacy to what they 
charge the health plan and retain the difference 
as compensation. With Pass-Through, the health 
plan pays no more than what the pharmacy 
gets paid for that prescription. Our clients have 
experienced immediate savings by switching from 
a Traditional to Pass-Through PBM.

  

Pharmacy Benefit Manager 
Manufacturing Company (large)

KEY:
 TRADITIONAL
 PASS-THROUGH
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59.9
SAVINGS*



$125

$25

$50

$75

$100

Average Plan Cost Per Script

$137.37

$48.54

Go a new direction in Pharmacy Benefit Management.  
At 90 Degree Benefits, let our PBM expertise guide 
you down the road to health plan success – let’s talk today!

*Savings calculated based on the same drugs

291 S. Lambert Road, Suite 4
Orange, CT 06477 
203.876.1660
sales.t12@90degreebenefits.com

PBM Savings: 
Traditional vs. Pass-Through
At 90 Degree Benefits, our partnerships ensure that 
employers pay the lowest price for their members’ 
prescriptions. With our managed pharmacy 
approach, our clients on average have experienced 
a 40% decrease in their pharmacy spending. 
Traditional PBMs increase the price (spread) 
from what they pay the pharmacy to what they 
charge the health plan and retain the difference 
as compensation. With Pass-Through, the health 
plan pays no more than what the pharmacy 
gets paid for that prescription. Our clients have 
experienced immediate savings by switching from 
a Traditional to Pass-Through PBM.

  

Pharmacy Benefit Manager 
Food Distributor

KEY:
 TRADITIONAL
 PASS-THROUGH
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$225

$250

$275

$300

$325

64.7
SAVINGS*



$125

$25

$50

$75

$100

Average Plan Cost Per Script

$120.48

$94.42

Go a new direction in Pharmacy Benefit Management.  
At 90 Degree Benefits, let our PBM expertise guide 
you down the road to health plan success – let’s talk today!

*Savings calculated based on the same drugs

291 S. Lambert Road, Suite 4
Orange, CT 06477 
203.876.1660
sales.t12@90degreebenefits.com

PBM Savings: 
Traditional vs. Pass-Through
At 90 Degree Benefits, our partnerships ensure that 
employers pay the lowest price for their members’ 
prescriptions. With our managed pharmacy 
approach, our clients on average have experienced 
a 40% decrease in their pharmacy spending. 
Traditional PBMs increase the price (spread) 
from what they pay the pharmacy to what they 
charge the health plan and retain the difference 
as compensation. With Pass-Through, the health 
plan pays no more than what the pharmacy 
gets paid for that prescription. Our clients have 
experienced immediate savings by switching from 
a Traditional to Pass-Through PBM.

  

Pharmacy Benefit Manager 
Automobile Dealer

KEY:
 TRADITIONAL
 PASS-THROUGH

$150

$175

$200

$225

$250

$275

$300

$325

21.6
SAVINGS*
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$50

$75

$100

Average Plan Cost Per Script

$59.03

Go a new direction in Pharmacy Benefit Management.  
At 90 Degree Benefits, let our PBM expertise guide 
you down the road to health plan success – let’s talk today!

*Savings calculated based on the same drugs

291 S. Lambert Road, Suite 4
Orange, CT 06477 
203.876.1660
sales.t12@90degreebenefits.com

PBM Savings: 
Traditional vs. Pass-Through
At 90 Degree Benefits, our partnerships ensure that 
employers pay the lowest price for their members’ 
prescriptions. With our managed pharmacy 
approach, our clients on average have experienced 
a 40% decrease in their pharmacy spending. 
Traditional PBMs increase the price (spread) 
from what they pay the pharmacy to what they 
charge the health plan and retain the difference 
as compensation. With Pass-Through, the health 
plan pays no more than what the pharmacy 
gets paid for that prescription. Our clients have 
experienced immediate savings by switching from 
a Traditional to Pass-Through PBM.

  

Pharmacy Benefit Manager 
Manufacturing Company (small)

KEY:
 TRADITIONAL
 PASS-THROUGH

$150

$175

$200

$225

$250

$275

$300

$325

80.8
SAVINGS*

$307.76
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$100

Average Plan Cost Per Script

$14.43

Go a new direction in Pharmacy Benefit Management.  
At 90 Degree Benefits, let our PBM expertise guide 
you down the road to health plan success – let’s talk today!

*Savings calculated based on the same drugs

291 S. Lambert Road, Suite 4
Orange, CT 06477 
203.876.1660
sales.t12@90degreebenefits.com

PBM Savings: 
Traditional vs. Pass-Through
At 90 Degree Benefits, our partnerships ensure that 
employers pay the lowest price for their members’ 
prescriptions. With our managed pharmacy 
approach, our clients on average have experienced 
a 40% decrease in their pharmacy spending. 
Traditional PBMs increase the price (spread) 
from what they pay the pharmacy to what they 
charge the health plan and retain the difference 
as compensation. With Pass-Through, the health 
plan pays no more than what the pharmacy 
gets paid for that prescription. Our clients have 
experienced immediate savings by switching from 
a Traditional to Pass-Through PBM.

  

Pharmacy Benefit Manager 
Engineering Firm

KEY:
 TRADITIONAL
 PASS-THROUGH

$150

$175

$200

$225

$250

$275

$300

$325

$67.86

78.7
SAVINGS*


